With Ebnat you make a name for yourself
in the market.

Thanks to Ebnat your customers receive
a healthy dentition.

Ebnat stands for quality, innovation and customer

Ebnat is leading with its products for daily oral

focus. For you, this means professional advice

care and oral hygiene at home and also on

and optimal product presentation with respect to

the way. Thus your customers receive a healthy

your product range. For your customers, this

dentition. You can find additional products at

means clear information through the product and

www.ebnat.ch.

packaging, and loyalty through a good experience
when using the product.

What Ebnat is doing is also always
pioneer work.

Stylish, functional and effective
Ebnat Switzerland stands for quality. For
Every new product starts with the customer

decades we produce toothbrushes and commit

requirement. However, when developing our new

ourselves thereby to permanent research

generation of toothbrushes, we also attached

and development. By using and testing new

great importance to the design, functionality and

materials, forms and technologies we do

effectiveness. All toothbrushes were developed

valuable and internationally recognised pioneer

together with a Swiss university and tested with

work in the field of dental care.

respect to their cleaning performance.
Furthermore, various additional benefits such as
the suction cup for the children’s brushes,
flexible brush heads and handles, tongue cleaner
and a novel fan-like press cut provide tangible

clear and explicit

added value for the consumer or user.
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TESTED

Wooden Toothbrush

bristles combines naturalness and competence.
The handle is made of high-quality, natural FSC®
certified Swiss beech wood from the region. This is by
nature non-slip and ensures safe handling during
the cleaning process. Thanks to its shape, the toothbrush also fits comfortably in the hand.
If desired, the handle can be treated with a vegetable,
mineral oil free wax. The toothbrush is therefore
completely vegan.
The mineral oil free nylon bristles meet high dental
hygiene requirements and therefore guarantee the
desired oral hygiene. With the compact head all places
in the mouth area are reached. Thanks to the dense
punching, every tooth is optimally cleaned all around.
If desired, bristles can be used which consist of up to
100% biologically renewable raw materials.

short head variants with dense punching

sustainable and trendy

The combination of wooden handle and nylon

environmentally conscious

Naturally one step ahead

FSC® certified Swiss beech wood

made from an individual piece of wood

laser area for your own label

precision thanks to automation

different handles, different head variants

